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Abstract

Radiologists must utilize medical images of multiple modalities for tumor segmentation
and diagnosis due to the limitations of medical imaging technology and the diversity of
tumor signals. This has led to the development of multimodal learning in medical image
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segmentation. However, the redundancy among modalities creates challenges for existing
subtraction-based joint learning methods, such as misjudging the importance of modalities,
ignoring specific modal information, and increasing cognitive load. These thorny issues
ultimately decrease segmentation accuracy and increase the risk of overfitting. This pa-
per presents the complementary information mutual learning (CIML) framework,
which can mathematically model and address the negative impact of inter-modal redun-
dant information. CIML adopts the idea of addition and removes inter-modal redundant
information through inductive bias-driven task decomposition and message passing-based
redundancy filtering. CIML first decomposes the multimodal segmentation task into mul-
tiple subtasks based on expert prior knowledge, minimizing the information dependence
between modalities. Furthermore, CIML introduces a scheme in which each modality
can extract information from other modalities additively through message passing. To
achieve non-redundancy of extracted information, the redundant filtering is transformed
into complementary information learning inspired by the variational information bottleneck.
The complementary information learning procedure can be efficiently solved by variational
inference and cross-modal spatial attention. Numerical results from the verification task and
standard benchmarks indicate that CIML efficiently removes redundant information between
modalities, outperforming SOTA methods regarding validation accuracy and segmentation
effect. To emphasize, message-passing-based redundancy filtering allows neural network
visualization techniques to visualize the knowledge relationship among different modalities,
which reflects interpretability.

1. Introduction

The capacity of humans to develop a refined comprehension of their external environment
can be attributed to the synergistic effects of multiple correlated sensory stimuli. This
interaction results in emergent complexity, where the entirety of the system surpasses the
simple sum of its individual components (Cohen et al., 1997; Gazzaniga et al., 2006). In the
field of neuroscience, attention1 focused on modality-rich spatiotemporal events optimizes
information acquisition (Li et al., 2008; Li, 2023). Consequently, this enables individuals to
utilize multimodal data for enhanced informational gain.

The significance of multimodal information in influencing human cognition and its
implications for the development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems that emulate human
intelligence has been widely recognized (McCarthy et al., 2006). This recognition has led to
the advancement of multimodal learning (MML) as a key research area in AI (Baltrušaitis
et al., 2018). MML represents a general framework for constructing AI models capable
of extracting and relating information from multimodal data (Xu et al., 2022). In recent
years, significant advances have been made in MML, particularly in computer vision and
natural language processing (Bayoudh et al., 2021). Large-scale MML models have achieved
near-human performance on specific tasks (Ramesh et al., 2021; Reed et al., 2022; Rombach
et al., 2022).

This paper focuses on medical image segmentation, an essential task in medical image
analysis that involves assigning labels to each pixel or voxel to identify distinct organs,
tissues, or lesions. The intricate pathological or physiological features of human tissues

1. Upon encountering external stimuli, humans possess the ability to selectively concentrate on specific
elements within these stimuli. This attention mechanism constitutes a fundamental aspect of human
cognitive capacity, augmenting the efficacy of information processing (Zhang et al., 2012).
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Figure 1: Subtract Operation

Figure 2: Addition Operation

Figure 3: The Diagram of Addition and Subtract operations. The dark gray circle with black
slashes and the dark gray circle without black slashes represent the same information in
embeddings. The Subtract operation first concates the information from different modalities
and eliminates redundancy. The Addition operation first eliminates cross-modal redundant
information and then concates the embeddings.

and lesions, combined with the variable sensitivity of imaging technologies across different
human body components, necessitate the use of multimodal medical images for patient
diagnosis and treatment. For instance, clinical guidelines for spontaneous intracerebral
hemorrhage indicate that determining appropriate strategies relies on the mismatch between
two magnetic resonance imaging modalities: perfusion and diffusion imaging (Greenberg
et al., 2022). Consequently, MML has become increasingly prevalent in medical image
segmentation (Zhou et al., 2019).

Different from the modal-intensive events experienced by humans, machine learning
problems with raw multimodal often present unaligned data, highlighting modality align-
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ment and modality synergy as two thorny issues in MML. Fortunately, given the advanced
understanding of the human body in medicine, image registration techniques (Hill et al.,
2001) have matured, enabling the alignment of different medical modalities. Multimodal
medical image segmentation emphasizes the modality synergy problem, namely constructing
knowledge relationships among modalities (Han et al., 2022) to enable better information
complementation and fusion.

(a) FLAIR → WT (b) T1 → TC (c) T1CE → TC+ET (d) FLAIR → WT+TC+ET

Figure 4: Dataset annotation for BraTS2020. Displayed are image patches with tumor
structures annotated in various modalities (bottom left) and the final labels for the entire
dataset (right). Image patches show from left to right: (a) the FLAIR image and the whole
tumor (WT) visible in FLAIR; (b) the T2 image and the tumor core (TC) in T2; (c) the T1CE
image, and the enhancing tumor (ET) visible in T1CE (yellow), surrounding the necrotic and
non-enhancing tumor core(red); (d) Final labels of the tumor structures: edema (green), ET
(yellow), necrotic and non-enhancing tumor core (red). In the BraTS2020challenge, images
are requested to segment into WT, TC, and ET regions.

Multimodal medical image segmentation approaches are commonly designed with an
end-to-end scheme to learn intermodal associations (Isensee et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2021a,b; Zhou et al., 2020a, 2022; Ding et al., 2021; Dolz et al., 2018). Certain medical
conditions (Figure 4) require segmentor to simultaneously identify multiple regions, such
as the tumors, edemas, and necrotic tumor cores. We then refer to the end-to-end learning
scheme above as joint learning, as it jointly maps multimodal inputs to single or multiple
regions. The joint learning method typically involves fusing multimodal image encoding into
a deep encoder-decoder architecture, which outputs the segmentation(s). These methods can
be broadly classified into early fusion and mid-term fusion. The former directly concatenates
multimodal images as input to the network (Oktay et al., 2018; Isensee et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2021b; Hatamizadeh et al., 2022; Mai et al., 2022). While the latter uses modality-
specific encoders to extract individual features that are later combined in the middle layers
of the network and share the same decoder (Xing et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021a; Ding
et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2020a, 2022; Dolz et al., 2018).
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However, redundant information is present among medical images of different modalities,
as evidenced by many works on the cross-modal generation that aim to increase the number
of training samples or reduce medical costs by generating high-cost modalities based on
low-cost modalities (Van Tulder and de Bruijne, 2015; Ben-Cohen et al., 2019; Zhou et al.,
2020b; Bouman et al., 2023). In MML, taking into account that fixed representations can only
encapsulate a limited amount of information, redundant information can cause joint learning
algorithms to misjudge the importance of different modalities (Li et al., 2020), disregard
specific modal information (Wang et al., 2022), generate additional cognitive load (Mayer
and Moreno, 2003; Cao et al., 2009; Knoop-van Campen et al., 2019), and ultimately reduce
prediction accuracy and result in overfitting (Lin et al., 2021; Mai et al., 2022).

Redundant information in MML can be categorized into intra-modality and inter-modality
redundancy. The former refers to redundancy within a single modality, and the latter refers to
consistent information across different modalities. Existing MML techniques predominantly
focus on addressing intra-modality redundancy (Lin et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022). In the case
of inter-modality redundancy, two separate operations, namely addition and subtraction, can
be utilized to minimize redundant information in joint representations, as depicted in Figure 3.
A considerable number of mid-term fusion strategies (Xing et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021a;
Ding et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2020a, 2022; Dolz et al., 2018) implicitly reduce inter-modality
redundancy during joint learning by integrating modalities and applying end-to-end learning
principles. An alternative method (Mai et al., 2022) employs the information bottleneck
to decrease redundancy in joint representations associated with the subtraction operation.
Conversely, the addition operation, which amalgamates complementary information from
multiple modalities, is intuitively superior efficacy in eradicating inter-modality redundant
information in comparison to the subtraction operation.

Furthermore, experienced radiologists often analyze multimodal data in clinical practice
by designating a primary modality and several auxiliary modalities for pathological diagnosis.
This approach is exemplified in the BraTS challenge (Menze et al., 2014) (Figure 4). In
this challenge, human annotators primarily employ the T2 modality2 for segmenting the
edema region while using the FLAIR modality to verify the presence of edema and other
fluid-filled structures. Subsequently, the tumor core (TC) is identified through the combined
use of T1CE and T1 modalities. The expertise of these radiologists suggests that specific
mapping relationships exist between modalities and target areas. Certain modalities facilitate
the identification of particular area boundaries, while others serve as supplementary aids.
Gleaning insights from this expert knowledge and incorporating it as an inductive bias
can potentially reduce the complexity of learning relationships between modalities and
corresponding regions. A similar example of adding priors to reduce learning difficulty is
DetexNet (Liu et al., 2020), which simplifies low-level representation patterns by embedding
expert knowledge.

Inspired by these observations, we propose the Complementary Information Mutual
Assistance Learning (CIML) framework. The primary objective of the CIML framework
is to effectively eliminate inter-modal redundant information in multi-modal segmentation
tasks. To leverage doctors’ prior knowledge regarding the correspondence between modalities
and regions, the learning multimodal segmentation task is decomposed into multiple single-

2. T1, T1CE, T2, and FLAIR represent four modalities generated by MRI imaging technology.
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modal segmentation subtasks, as illustrated in Figure 7. Within the CIML framework,
each modality serves a dual purpose: as the main modality, the corresponding segmentor
encodes its information, integrates messages transmitted by other modalities, and extracts
non-redundant information to complete the single-modal subtask; as an auxiliary modality,
the corresponding segmentor transmits auxiliary information to other modalities. This
approach minimizes the mutual influence of modal information and ensures sufficient feature
extraction for the target area in each subtask. When multiple regions require segmentation,
such as in BraTS2020, expert prior knowledge3 can be employed to match modalities to
regions. In tasks involving only one region to segment, such as autoPET, each modal segment
is matched to the corresponding region individually. The primary mode is the matching
mode of the target (sub)region, while the remaining modes serve as auxiliary modes. The
final segmentation is obtained by combining or averaging all unimodal segmentations.

After task decomposition, since the auxiliary mode typically contains less additionally
useful information (non-redundant information), we filter redundant information to extract
non-redundant information representation from messages transmitted in the auxiliary mode.
We first adopt an information theory perspective to transform the problem into an equivalent
complementary information learning problem. Inspired by the variational information
bottleneck (Alemi et al., 2017), we model this problem as a mutual information bi-objective
optimization problem. Variational inference is then employed to make optimization problems
more tractable, including cross-entropy and Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence minimization,
which can be efficiently solved through automatic differentiation. Finally, we introduce cross-
modal spatial attention as a parameterized backbone to achieve practical implementation.

Overall, CIML adopts two mechanisms, namely task decomposition and redundancy
filtering, to minimize the inter-modal redundant information that is relied upon by the
algorithm in the segmentation process. Task decomposition physically minimizes the inter-
dependence of information between modalities (through inductive bias). At the same time,
redundancy filtering extracts as little information as possible from other modalities using
the addition operation at the algorithm level. To validate the effectiveness of CIML, we
first perform a visual examination of a human-designed image segmentation task to confirm
its redundancy-free nature. Subsequently, we evaluate our framework on standard multi-
modal medical image segmentation benchmarks, including BarTS2020, autoPET, and MICCAI
HECKTOR 2022. Experimental results demonstrate that CIML significantly outperforms
state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of validation accuracy and segmentation quality.

Moreover, the incorporation of task decomposition and redundancy filtering allows us
to utilize neural network visualization techniques, such as Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al.,
2017), to gain insights into the contribution of each modality to the segmentation of different
regions. By visualizing the relationships and knowledge sharing among modalities, we
enhance the credibility and interpretability of multimodal medical image segmentation
algorithms, ultimately improving their effectiveness in clinical diagnosis and treatment. Main
contributions can be summarized as follows:

3. To study the robustness of CIML to different task decompositions, we conducted experiments on a
medical image segmentation task where expert prior knowledge is not available, using random matching
of modalities and regions to be segmented. Although this scenario is rare, experimental results show that
CIML is moderately sensitive to different task decompositions.
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1) We introduce the Complementary Information Mutual Learning (CIML) framework,
which aims to enhance the information fusion efficiency in multimodal learning. CIML
presents a pioneering approach by algorithmic modeling and mitigating the negative impact
of inter-modal redundant information that arises in the joint learning used by state-of-the-art
techniques;
2) CIML adopts a unique perspective of addition to eliminate inter-modal redundant in-
formation through inductive bias-driven task decomposition and message passing-based
redundancy filtering, thus effectively decreasing the difficulty of constructing knowledge
relationships among modalities in multimodel learning;
3) We establish an equivalent transformation from the redundant filtering problem to the
complementary information learning problem based on the variational information bottleneck
and solve it efficiently with variational inference and cross-modal spatial attention;
4) Message passing-based redundancy filtering allows for applying neural network visualiza-
tion techniques, such as Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017), for visualizing the knowledge
relationship among different modalities, which reflects the interpretability.

The following is the roadmap of this paper. Section 2 provides the related works and
preliminaries. Section 3 describes the proposed framework. Experiments and numerical
results are presented in Section 4, and we conclude this paper in Section 5.

2. Related Work and Preliminaries

In this section, we present a comprehensive literature review on the state-of-the-art multimodal
fusion strategies, mutual information, and information bottleneck techniques. In addition,
we apply the class activation map methodology to visualize complementary information and
thus provide an overview of this technique.

2.1 Multimodal Fusion and Redundancy Reducing

Multimodal machine learning has a broad range of applications, including but not limited to
audio-visual speech recognition (Yuhas et al., 1989), image captioning (Xu et al., 2015),
visual question answering (Wu et al., 2017), besides medical image analysis.

Multimodal learning involves the challenge of combining information from two or more
modalities to perform accurate predictions (Baltrušaitis et al., 2018). To effectively extract
relevant information from multiple sources, various techniques must be employed to capture
and integrate an appropriate set of informative features from multiple modalities. Early fusion
and intermediate fusion schemes are the most commonly used methods for this purpose. Early
fusion approaches (Oktay et al., 2018; Isensee et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2021b; Hatamizadeh
et al., 2022) adopt a single stream fusion strategy, where multimodal images fuse before
input into a neural network. However, these methods can hardly explore the inter-modality
connections. Intermediate fusion approaches(Xing et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2021a; Ding
et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2020a, 2022; Dolz et al., 2018) follow a multi-stream fusion strategy,
where features are fused in the middle layers of the network and share the same decoder.
Among these multi-stream methods, attention mechanisms are often utilized to emphasize
contributions from different modalities. Methods such as NestedFormer (Xing et al., 2022),
ModalityNet (Zhang et al., 2021a), Tri-attentionNet (Zhou et al., 2022), and One-shotMIL
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(Zhou et al., 2020a) leverage attention mechanisms to achieve this. The Tri-attentionNet
algorithm (Zhou et al., 2022) additionally models the relationship between modalities’
features, which helps to improve segmentation accuracy. However, they do not fully utilize
the relationship between tumor regions and modalities. To address this limitation, the RFNet
framework (Ding et al., 2021) was proposed, which employs a region-aware fusion scheme.
This approach considers the different contributions of various modalities to each region, as
different modalities have distinct presentations and sensitivities to different tumor regions.
Besides early fusion and intermediate fusion approaches, the PolicyFuser (Huang et al., 2023)
retains one independent decision for each sensor and fusion decision.

The current methods for fusing multimodal features do not consider inter-modal redun-
dancy, which may lead to misjudging the importance of modalities, ignoring specific modal
information, and increasing cognitive load. To address this limitation, two methods have
been proposed in the context of multi-view, which is similar to multimodal data. CoUFC
(Zhao et al., 2020) couples the correlated feature matrix and the uncorrelated ones together
to reconstruct data matrices. Although CoUFC utilizes an implicit way of eliminating
redundancy by focusing on correlated features and uncorrelated features, its solution is not
applicable to high-dimensional, high-resolution medical images. Another work (Tosh et al.,
2021) introduces a contrastive learning method, which learns transformation functions from
one view to the other in an unsupervised fashion and then learns a linear predictor for
downstream tasks. However, this work focuses on theoretical analysis, lacks validation on
complex high-dimensional data, and does not eliminate intra-modal redundancy due to its
unsupervised fashion.

There are two main differences between CIML and existing approaches. Firstly, our
CIML algorithm decomposes the original task, thereby facilitating the establishment of an
association between modal and target regions. Secondly, we employ redundancy filtering
to extract complementary information, thereby eliminating redundancy and maximizing
information gain from auxiliary modalities.

2.2 Mutual Information and Information Bottleneck

The application of information-theoretic objectives to deep neural networks was first in-
troduced in Tishby and Zaslavsky (2015), although it was deemed infeasible at the time.
However, variational inference provides a natural way to approximate the problem. To
bridge the gap between traditional information-theoretic principles and deep learning, the
variational information bottleneck (VIB) framework was proposed in Alemi et al. (2017).
This framework approximates the information bottleneck (IB) constraints, enabling the
application of information-theoretic objectives to deep neural networks.

Several works (Federici et al., 2020; Wu and Goodman, 2018; Zhu et al., 2020; Lee and
van der Schaar, 2021; Mai et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2019) have been proposed to adopt the
IB for multi-view or MML, which is the most relevant to our work. IB variants such as those
proposed in Federici et al. (2020); Wu and Goodman (2018); Zhu et al. (2020); Lee and
van der Schaar (2021) extend the VIB framework for multi-view learning. These methods
obtain a joint representation via Product-of-Expert (PoE) (Hinton, 2002). Another work
(Wang et al., 2019) proposes a deep multi-view IB theory, which aims to maximize the mutual
information between the labels and the learned joint representation while simultaneously
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minimizing the mutual information between the learned representation of each view and the
original representation. In addition, a recent study (Mai et al., 2022) introduced a multimodal
IB approach, which aimed to learn a multimodal representation that is devoid of redundancy
and can filter out extraneous information in unimodal representations. Instead of applying
PoE, this work develops three different IB variants to study multimodal representation.
CIML differs from the above multi-view IB methods in the following ways: 1). We take
into account the varying importance of different modalities. Drawing on expert knowledge
that specific modalities contain a greater amount of relevant information than others, CIML
decomposes the task and designates some modalities as primary and others as auxiliary;
2). We assume that the primary modality contains the majority of information about the
target region. To maximize information gain and minimize redundancy for segmentation,
our method constrains the representation from the auxiliary modalities to contain only
complementary information.

2.3 Class Activation Map

A widely-used method for determining the most influential pixels or voxels, specifically those
with intensity changes that significantly affect the prediction score, involves the generation
of a class activation map (CAM) (Zhou et al., 2016; Selvaraju et al., 2017). These maps
highlight the regions in the input data that contribute the most to the model’s output,
thereby providing insights into the decision-making process of the model. CAM assigns
weights to feature maps in a specific convolutional layer and can be easily integrated into a
pre-trained deep model without introducing additional parameters. Several variations have
been proposed that build upon CAM to more accurately highlight important regions in the
image, such as Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) (Selvaraju et al.,
2017). Grad-CAM uses the gradient signal of the activations in a convolutional layer and has
been successfully applied to image classification. An extension of Grad-CAM (Vinogradova
et al., 2020) produces heatmaps showing the relevance of individual pixels or voxels for
semantic segmentation.

In this work, we apply Grad-CAM to visualize voxels that provide complementary
information on auxiliary modalities. By doing so, we aim to identify and highlight the most
informative and relevant regions in the auxiliary modality for accurate target prediction.

3. Methodology

In this section, we introduce the Complementary Information Mutual Learning (CIML) frame-
work for medical image segmentation, which aims to efficiently segment through eliminating
inter-modality redundancy. The framework incorporates two primary mechanisms: task
decomposition (Section 3.1) and redundancy filtering (Section 3.2). The task decomposition
mechanism seeks to reduce the interdependence of information between modalities by drawing
on expert prior knowledge as an inductive bias. On the other hand, the redundancy filtering
mechanism reduces the amount of redundant information extracted from other modalities
through the variational information bottleneck and variational inference. We also introduce
the cross-modality information gate module that utilizes cross-modal spatial attention to
implement redundancy filtering practically.
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We assume that our dataset comprises independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
samples {Xi ∈ RT×W }Ni=1 drawn from a medical image data distribution. In this context, i
represents the index of the image, while T and W represent the number of modalities and
the number of voxels, respectively. To distinguish between different modalities, we employ
subscripts, such as {Xi

m}m∈{1,2,··· ,T}. Our objective is to segment the image into u distinct
regions by classifying every voxel into one of u classes. We define Y i ∈ {1, 2, · · · , u}W as the
segmentation mask for the i-th sample. Since the multimodal images are spatially aligned, all
modalities within a single sample share the same mask, which can be expressed as Y i

m = Y i

for all m ∈ {1, 2, · · · , T}.

3.1 Inductive Bias-driven Task Decomposition

CIML applies a unique perspective of addition to eliminate inter-modal redundant information.
The first step of addition is task decomposition, which is driven by the inductive bias extracted
from expert prior knowledge. As shown in Fig. 7, task decomposition involves decomposing
the task into several subtasks. For sub-task τω, the modality Xγω is assigned as the primary
modality, which contains significant information for the target (sub-)regions segmentation. In
some cases, multiple modalities are combined as primary modalities for a sub-task, depending
on the task. Furthermore, the remaining modalities, which serve as primary modalities for
other sub-tasks, are treated as auxiliary modalities that provide complementary information
to assist with the sub-task τω. This unique perspective of addition allows us to exploit the
complementary information from multiple modalities effectively, reducing redundancy and
improving the accuracy and efficiency of the segmentation algorithm.

Additionally, we utilize a message-passing mechanism between sub-tasks to transport
efficient information from auxiliary modalities. CIML utilizes a distinct sub-model for each
sub-task, responsible for extracting uni-modal features, performing message passing, obtaining
complementary information, and predicting the target (sub-)regions. These sub-models are
referred to as segmentors (Figure 8), with the segmentor for sub-task τω denoted as

fω
(
Xγω ,M1∼T/ γω | θω

)
and parameterized by θω. In this notation, M1∼T/ γω denotes messages from other sub-tasks.

A segmentor comprises three fundamental components: a message generator, a comple-
mentary information filter, and a predictor. The message generator encodes input images
to produce embeddings and messages. Subsequently, the complementary information filter
utilizes the embeddings from the message generator and messages from other modalities
to extract complementary information, thereby enhancing the segmentor’s performance.
Lastly, the predictor leverages the embeddings generated by the message generator and the
complementary information to generate the final predictions.

To describe task decomposition more clearly, we take BraTS2020 as an example. As
illustrated in Fig.5, the original multi-target task is divided into four distinct sub-tasks. The
sub-tasks involve utilizing FLAIR as the primary modality for segmenting the whole tumor
(WT) region, employing T1 as the primary modality for segmenting both the tumor core
(TC) and the enhanced tumor (ET), leveraging T2 as the primary modality for segmenting
the WT and TC regions and adopting T1CE as the primary modality for segmenting the TC
and ET regions. This task decomposition is based on expert prior knowledge, which suggests
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Figure 5: CIML for BraTS2020 challenge.
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Figure 6: CIML for autoPET challenge.

Figure 7: Illustration of complementary information mutual learning (CIML) framework
for BraTS2020 challenge and autoPET challenge. The input to each segmentor consists of
multimodal images that are specific to each modality. After processing, the segmentors send
a portion of the embeddings as messages to other segmentors to assist with other sub-tasks
and accept messages from other segmentors to extract efficient information. The dark blue
lines with bi-directional arrows in the figures represent the message passing. Finally, the
segmentors complete their sub-tasks. The MICCAI HECKTOR 2022 challenge also applies a
similar framework to the autoPET challenge.11
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Complementary 
Information Filter
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Generator SegInput
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Figure 8: Segmentor contains three parts: message generator, complementary information
filter, and predictor.
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Figure 9: Schematic of the network architecture of the segmentor. Generator GFLAIR is
employed to extract features from FLAIR images individually. Complementary Information
Filter (CIF) Module Module is used to extract complementary information from messages,
and predictor PFLAIR is utilized to generate the final segmentations.

that the selected primary modalities contain the most informative features for accurately
segmenting their respective target regions. In addition, to test the performance of different
decompositions, we designed ablation experiments to compare several different decomposition
methods, as detailed in Section 4.

The segmentor architecture is based on the nnUNet (Isensee et al., 2018) and utilizes an
intermediate fusion scheme. It consists of an encoder and a decoder, which are connected
through skip connections. A schematic representation of the segmentor’s overall structure
is provided in Fig.8, while the structure corresponding to sub-task τFLAIR is depicted
in Fig.9. For the sub-task τFLAIR, the message generator, GFLAIR, acts as the encoder
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and is composed of four stages. It takes the FLAIR images as input, which are first
cropped into 3D patches and generate embedded images. At each stage, GFLAIR produces
embeddings that are skip-connected to the decoder in the original U-Net architecture, and
these embeddings serve as messages denoted by {Mω

FLAIR}ω∈{1,2,3,4} for assisting other sub-
tasks. The decoder of the segmentor for sub-task τFLAIR is composed of the complementary
information filter (CIFFLAIR) and predictor (PFLAIR). CIFFLAIR is designed to utilize
the embeddings from the message generator (GFLAIR) and messages from other segmentors
to filter out complementary information. It also contains four stages, and in each stage,
CIFFLAIR incorporates a Cross-modality Information Gated (CIG) module based on cross-
modal spatial attention, which will be explained in detail in the following subsection. The
output of CIFFLAIR combines the embeddings from the encoder and the complementary
representation. Finally, PFLAIR predicts the results of the segmentor based on the output of
the complementary information filter.

3.2 Message Passing-based Redundancy Filtering

In the second phase of the addition process, message passing-based redundancy filtering
is employed to eradicate inter-modality redundancy, thereby extracting supplementary
information. Drawing inspiration from the variational information bottleneck, we reformulate
the problem as a bi-objective mutual information optimization problem. Subsequently, we
leverage variational inference to make the optimization problem more tractable by minimizing
cross-entropy and KL divergence, and we efficiently solve it using automatic differentiation.
Finally, we employ cross-modal spatial attention as a parameterization backbone to obtain a
practical implementation.

To facilitate discussion, we concern a scenario where two sub-tasks, specifically τ1 : X1 →
Y1 and τ2 : X2 → Y2, are present. Our primary focus is on sub-task τ1, and the same
principles can be extended to more than two sub-tasks. In this context, X1 and X2 signify
the first and second modalities, while Y1 and Y2 denote the corresponding ground truth for
each sub-task.

X1 represents the primary modality encompassing the majority of information pertaining
to the target region Y1. In accordance with standard supervised learning literature, we
predict Y1 directly by minimizing the supervised learning loss:

LSL = −Exi
1,y

i
1∼{X1,Y1} log fX1(y

i
1 | xi1), (1)

where fX1 denotes the parameterized segmentation function. Besides, we aim to gener-
ate a representation K2 derived from primary and auxiliary modalities that encapsulate
complementary information to aid in predicting the target Y1.

This problem can be modeled within a Bayesian graph (refer to Figure 10) following three
Markov chains: X1 ← X → X2, X1 → Y1 ← X2, and X1 → K2 ← X2. Here, X represents
the patient as a hidden variable and K2 is the representation derived from X1 and X2.

Figure 11 illustrates the interdependence among variables X1, X2, and the target variable
Y1 using a Venn diagram to demonstrate their overlapping relationships. Entropy (H) and
mutual information (I) are essential concepts in information theory, as they measure the
uncertainty in a set of outcomes and the reduction in uncertainty about one variable due to
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Figure 10: A Bayes graph representing the relationship of modalities X1, X2, target Y1, and
representation K2.

Figure 11: Venn diagram of information-theoretic measures for three variables X1, X2, and
Y1, represented by the upper left, upper right, and lower circles, respectively.

the knowledge of another variable, respectively (Shannon, 2001). Further, representation
K2 is generated following the Markov chain X1 → K2 ← X2, so the Venn diagram of K2 is
within the union of Venn diagram of X1 and X2. The area shown in Figure 11 with yellow
stripes represents the complementary information not contained in X1 and contributes to
the identification of Y1.

Employing Markov chains as a foundation, the mutual information I1(X1, X2;K2) can
be partitioned into three distinct components through the application of the chain rule of
mutual information:

I1(X1, X2;K2)

= I2(K2;Y1 | X1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
complementary predictive information

+ I3(K2;X1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
duplicated information

+ I4(K2;X2 | X1, Y1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
unique but irrelevant information

,

(2)

where I2(K2;Y1 | X1) represents the information in K2 that is not involved by modality
X1 and is predictive of Y1. While I3(K2;X1) indicates the duplicated information already
involved in modality X1, and I4(K2;X2 | X1, Y1) indicates unique information but irrelevant
information. We regard I3 and I4 as inter-modality redundancy.
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Based on these observations, we formulate two objectives to generate K2, i.e.,{
minK2 I1(X1, X2;K2),
maxK2 I2(K2;Y1 | X1).

(3)

The first objective seeks to maximize the mutual information between K2 and the target
Y1, given the modality information of modality X1. This constraint ensures K2 contains
the information depicted in the Venn diagram with yellow stripes. To guarantee that K2

encompasses solely essential information and minimizes redundancy, the mutual information
between K2 and modalities X1, X2 is minimized. This dual objective optimization constrains
K2 to be a representation of complementary information containing only indispensable
information. Considering the above Bayesian network, the joint probability can be expressed
as:

p(X1, X2, Y1,K2) = p(K2 | X1, X2) · p(X1, X2, Y1). (4)

Furthermore, variational inference can be employed to render the optimization problem
unconstrained. The first mutual information maximization objective possesses a lower bound:

I1(K2;Y1 | X1)

=

∫
dx1dκ2dy1dx2p(x1, x2, κ2, y1) log

p(y1 | κ2, x1)
p(y1 | x1)

≥
∫

dx1dκ2dy1dx2p(x1, x2, κ2, y1) log
q(y1 | κ2, x1)
p(y1 | x1)

≈ 1

N

N∑
i

∫
dκ2p(κ2 | xi1, xi2) log q(yi1 | κ2, xi1) +H,

(5)

where q(y1 | κ2, x1) serves as a variational approximation to p(y1 | κ2, x1). Notice that H is
independent of the optimization procedure and can be ignored. The second objective has an
upper bound:

I2(X1, X2;K2)

=

∫
p (x1, x2, κ2) · log

(
p (κ2 | x1, x2)

/
p(κ2)

)
dx1dκ2dx2

≤
∫

p(x1, x2, κ2) · log
(
p (κ2 | x1, x2)

/
r(κ2)

)
dx1dκ2dx2

≈ 1

N

N∑
i

∫
p
(
κ2 | xi1, xi2

)
· log

(
p
(
κ2 | xi1, xi2

) /
r(κ2)

)
dκ2,

(6)

where r(κ2) is a standard normalization distribution. In practice, we can use neural networks
µθ(x1, x2), σθ(x1, x2) to approximatep (κ2 | x1, x2) by N (µθ(x1, x2), σθ(x1, x2)). Combining
both of these bounds, we have that,

Lcom ≈
1

N

N∑
i=1

∫ [
−p
(
κ2 | xi1, xi2

)
· log q

(
yi1 | κ2, xi1

)
+β p

(
κ2 | xi1, xi2

)
· log

(
p(κ2 | xi1, xi2)

/
r(κ2)

)]
dκ2.

(7)
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Furthermore, we can formulate the loss in this way,

Lcom = LCE + βLKL, (8)

where β ≥ 0 controls the tradeoff between two objectives. The total loss contains cross
entropy and Kullback–Leibler divergence, and the former is

LCE =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∫ [
−p(κ2 | xi1, xi2) log q(yi1 | κ2, xi1)

]
dκ2

= Eϵ∼N (0,1)
xi
1,x

i
2,y

i
1∼{X1,X2,Y1}

− log q
(
yi1 | xi1, f(xi1, xi2, ϵ)

)
,

(9)

where κ2 is sampled with fθ(x
i
1, x

i
2, ϵ) which is a deterministic function of xi1, xi2 and the

gaussian random variable ϵ which is sampled from a normal gaussian distribution. On the
other hand, LKL is shown as follow

LKL =
1

N

N∑
i=1

∫ [
p
(
κ2 | xi1, xi2

)
· log

(
p
(
κ2 | xi1, xi2

) /
r(κ2)

)]
dκ2

= KL [p (K2 | X1, X2) || r(K2)] .

(10)

Since both q(yi1 | κ2, xi1) and fX1(x
i
1) involve X1 as input and share the same prediction

target Y1, the cross-entropy loss LCE and the supervised loss LSL can be simplified by
combining them and retaining only the cross-entropy loss LCE .

The resulting loss function consists of two components: the cross-entropy term measures
the discrepancy between our predictions and the targets, while the KL term constrains the
representations from CIG modules to represent complementary information. This approach
enables the efficient extraction of complementary information representations from messages
through automatic differentiation. The function

q
(
yi1 | xi1, f(xi1, xi2, ϵ)

)
can be utilized to predict the target Y1.

Moreover, in order to improve the extraction of complementary information in auxiliary
modalities, we propose a cross-modality information gate (CIG) that merges our formulated
loss function. The CIG module utilizes cross-modal spatial attention as a parameterization
backbone to achieve a practical implementation.

Figure 9 shows that each stage of the complementary information filter in the segmentor
contains a CIG module. This CIG module is based on a cross-modal spatial attention
mechanism and our proposed loss in Equation 8 to extract complementary information.
Figure 12 shows the architecture of the CIG module. It inputs the output features of
encoders and the messages from other segmentors. The spatial attention mechanism has
proven effective in achieving high performance with limited parameters and has been utilized
in various computer vision applications (Woo et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2022; Hinton et al.,
2015). We leverage a cross-modal spatial attention module to extract complementary
information that is only contained in messages from other segmentors.
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Figure 12: Visualization of the Cross-Modality Information Gated Module: utilizing cross-
modal spatial attention to identify key voxels, filtering complementary information via
attention weights, and incorporating residual mechanism for combining local information.

The CIG module utilizes average pooling to reduce the number of network parameters
while preserving location information. The pooled features are then concatenated and
squeezed before passing through two convolutional layers with Leaky ReLU and sigmoid
activation functions to obtain the cross-modality attention weights. These weights highlight
the critical voxels and are unsqueezed and multiplied element-wise with the messages from
other sub-tasks.

To generate the complementary information features, two convolutional layers are utilized
to obtain the mean µ and standard deviation σ. These parameters are then used in the
reparameterization trick, which is constrained by KL terms. Finally, a residual mechanism is
applied to incorporate local embeddings for information completion.

With this module, each segmentor in the proposed CIML framework can effectively
extract complementary information from auxiliary modalities, allowing for the improvement
of multimodal medical image segmentation.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we investigate two questions to determine the feasibility and efficiency of our
approach:
Q1): Can the message passing-based redundancy filtering effectively extract non-redundant
information from messages transmitted by auxiliary modalities?
Q2): Whether removing inter-modality redundancy can improve the quality of medical image
segmentation?

To solve these issues, we evaluate the proposed approach on four tasks, namely the
ShapeComposition, BraTS2020, autoPET and the MICCAI HECKTOR 2022. We address Q1)
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using the hand-crafted demonstrated task ShapeComposition and address Q2) using three
standardized benchmarks BraTS2020, autoPET and MICCAI HECKTOR 2022. To further eval-
uate the effectiveness of our proposed CIML, we conduct ablation experiments by removing
components from the proposed framework.

Unlike existing SOTA methods, task decomposition and redundant filtering enable us
to use neural network visualizers, such as Grad-CAM (Selvaraju et al., 2017), to provide
insight into the contribution of each modality to the segmentation of different regions. By
visualizing the relationship of knowledge among modalities, the credibility of multimodal
medical image segmentation algorithms is improved, enhancing their effectiveness in clinical
diagnosis and treatment.

Table 1: Network configurations of our CIML. We report the Operators, Input Size, Output
Size and Kernel Size. Stride can be easily inferred according to Input and Output size as we
apply padding equals 1. Additionally, we use Batch Normalization in the BraTS2020 dataset
and Instance Normalization in other experiments. In detail, we use P to denote patch size,
C to denote the base number of filters, O to denote the number of channels of output, and K
to denote the number of messages.

Architecture Modules Operators Input Size Output Size Kernel Size

Encoder

Down1 Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU P3×1 P3×C 33

Dilated Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU P3×C (P/2)3×C 33

Down2 Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/2)3×C (P/2)3×2C 33

Dilated Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/2)3×2C (P/4)3×2C 33

Down3 Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/4)3×2C (P/4)3×4C 33

Dilated Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/4)3×4C (P/8)3×4C 33

Down4 Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/8)3×4C (P/8)3×8C 33

Dilated Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/8)3×8C (P/16)3×8C 33

Decoder

CIG_Attention Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/16)3×(K+1) (P/16)3×4(K+1) 33

Conv3D + Norm + Sigmoid (P/16)3×4(K+1) (P/16)3×K 13

[CIG_Mu]*k Conv3D (P/16)3×8C (P/16)3×8C 13

[CIG_Sigma]*k Conv3D (P/16)3×8C (P/16)3×8C 13

Up1 ConvTranspose3d + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/16)3×16C (P/8)3×8C 33

Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/8)3×16C (P/8)3×8C 33

CIG_Attention Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/8)3×(K+1) (P/8)3×4(K+1) 33

Conv3D + Norm + Sigmoid (P/8)3×4(K+1) (P/8)3×K 13

[CIG_Mu]*k Conv3D (P/8)3×4C (P/8)3×4C 13

[CIG_Sigma]*k Conv3D (P/8)3×4C (P/8)3×4C 13

Up2 ConvTranspose3d + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/8)3×8C (P/4)3×4C 33

Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/4)3×8C (P/4)3×4C 33

CIG_Attention Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/4)3×(K+1) (P/4)3×4(K+1) 33

Conv3D + Norm + Sigmoid (P/4)3×4(K+1) (P/4)3×K 13

[CIG_Mu]*k Conv3D (P/4)3×2C (P/4)3×2C 13

[CIG_Sigma]*k Conv3D (P/4)3×2C (P/4)3×2C 13

Up3 ConvTranspose3d + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/4)3×4C (P/2)3×2C 33

Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/2)3×4C (P/2)3×2C 33

CIG_Attention Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/2)3×(K+1) (P/2)3×4(K+1) 33

Conv3D + Norm + Sigmoid (P/2)3×4(K+1) (P/2)3×K 13

[CIG_Mu]*k Conv3D (P/2)3×C (P/2)3×C 13

[CIG_Sigma]*k Conv3D (P/2)3×C (P/2)3×C 13

Up4 ConvTranspose3d + Norm + LeakyReLU (P/2)3×2C P3×C 33

Conv3D + Norm + LeakyReLU P3×2C P3×C 33

Output Conv3D P3×C P3×O 33
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4.1 Public Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

4.1.1 Datasets

We evaluate the performance of the proposed CIML on both a demonstration task, ShapeComposition,
and three publicly available datasets, namely BraTS2020 (Menze et al., 2014), autoPET (Ga-
tidis et al., 2022), and MICCAI HECKTOR 2022 (Oreiller et al., 2022). BraTS2020 is a brain
tumor segmentation dataset consisting of four different modalities: Flair, T1CE, T1, and T2,
while the autoPET and MICCAI HECKTOR 2022 datasets contain positron emission tomography
(PET) and computed tomography (CT) images, respectively.

The BraTS2020 includes 369 subjects for training, with three distinct regions targeted
for segmentation: the whole tumor (WT), the tumor core (TC), and the enhancing tumor
(ET), in addition to the background. The autoPET challenge is composed of 1, 014 studies
obtained from the University Hospital Tübingen and is publicly accessible on TCIA. The
challenge aims to segment the lesion region. The MICCAI HECKTOR 2022 dataset consists of
524 training cases collected from seven different centers, with the goal of segmenting images
into two regions: background and lymph nodes (GTVn). For all datasets, we analyze the
performance of various methods via five-fold cross-validation.

In addition, we manually decompose the segmentation task beforehand to investigate the
effects of different assignments on the segmentation performance, which will be presented in
the ablation study. For BraTS2020, we default set four sub-tasks, where FLAIR images are
used to segment WT regions; T1 images are used to segment TC and T1 regions; T2 images
are used to segment WT and TC regions; T1CE images are used to segment TC and ET
regions. Since autoPET and MICCAI HECKTOR 2022 contain only one target region, we set
two segmentors that predict the same target region in these challenges. In the final results,
we ensemble the results of each segmentor by averaging the results if the same target region
is present in multiple segmentors. As BraTS2020 is widely used in the literature, we mainly
focus on this dataset in our experiments.

4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation metrics in our experiments include the dice coefficient and 95% Hausdorff
distance (HD):

• Dice coefficient (Dice, 1945): the dice coefficient measures the segmentation per-
formance of CIML. Concretely, the dice coefficient from set X to set Y is defined
as:

Dice(X,Y) =
2 · ∥X ∩Y∥1
∥X∥1 + ∥Y∥1

. (11)

It is worth highlighting that higher dice coefficients imply that the predictions are
closer to the ground truth, which indicates more accurate segmentation.

• HD95 (Henrikson, 1999): The maximum Hausdorff distance is the maximum distance
of a set to the nearest point in the other set. More formally, The maximum Hausdorff
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distance from set X to set Y is defined as:

dH(X,Y ) = max

{
sup
x∈X

d(x, Y ), sup
y∈Y

d(y,X)

}
, (12)

where sup represents the supremum, d(a,B) is the shortest Euclidean distance between
point a and set B.

4.2 Implementation Details

We run all experiments based on Python 3.8, PyTorch 1.12.1, and Ubuntu 20.04. All training
procedures are performed on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU with 40GB memory. The initial
learning rate is set to 1e− 4, and we employ a “poly” decay strategy as below:

lr = initial_lr ×
(
1− epoch_id

max_epoch

)0.9

. (13)

We apply Adam as the optimizer with weight decay set to 3e− 5 and betas set to (0.9, 0.999).
We trained our models using a maximum number of epochs set to 500 (i.e., the max epoch in
Equation 13) for the three public datasets and 1000 for the demonstration experiment. Each
epoch consists of 100 iterations. To enhance the generalization of our models, we applied the
default augmentation strategy in nnUNet (Isensee et al., 2018) for the three public datasets.

The configurations of the segmentor for the three public datasets are presented in Table 1.
The network architecture for the demonstration experiment is similar but has fewer filters,
which are described in more detail in Section 4.3. LeakyReLU activation with a negative
slope of 0.01 is used in all experiments. Batch Normalization is used with a batch size of 2 in
the BraTS2020 dataset, while Instance Normalization is used in the other experiments. The
patch size is set to 64× 64× 64 for the BraTS2020 dataset and 128× 128× 128 for other
datasets, unless otherwise specified. The notation P refers to patch size, C refers to the base
number of filters and K refers to the number of messages.

In our practical implementation, we utilize the sum of Dice loss (Milletari et al., 2016;
Drozdzal et al., 2016) and cross-entropy loss instead of exclusively employing cross-entropy
loss. Our experimental results demonstrate that the former yields better outcomes.

4.3 Demonstrated Task: ShapeComposition

To evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed redundancy filtering, we generated an artificial
dataset containing 1000 sets of images. Each set consists of a triangle and an ellipse,
deliberately overlapping in a specific region. The aim of the task is to take the input set of
images and generate their union as the output, as illustrated in Figure 13. We employed
the task decomposition approach in the CIML framework and assigned one of the figures as
the primary modality and the other as the auxiliary modality. Note that both triangles and
ellipses can be considered the primary modality.

In the implementation, we make several simplifications to the network architecture. Only
one sub-network corresponds to the segmentation, and the other sub-network is utilized to
acquire complementary information. Specifically, two encoders are employed independently to
extract from the primary and auxiliary modalities, respectively. Two decoding pathways are
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(a) Primary modality. (b) Auxiliary
modality.

(c) Predicted
Segmentation.

(d) Ground Truth. (e) Complementary
Information.

Figure 13: Each row displays the original images and results from a single case. The first
and second columns depict the primary and auxiliary modalities, respectively, with the first
and second images in the set. The third column shows the predicted segmentation, while
the fourth column presents the ground-truth segmentation. The fifth column displays the
visualization of the complementary information.

then used. In the first path, one decoder inputs primary modality features (without gradient
backpropagation) and auxiliary modality features, outputting µ and σ. 3D convolution
layers without CIG modules are utilized to fuse features, thus eliminating the effect of
CIG modules to verify the efficacy of our complementary information learning. Then, the
reparameterization trick is used to sample complementary information features. In the
second path, complementary information features are combined with the features directly
extracted from the primary modality to predict the final results. Furthermore, as described
in Section 3.2, the Kullback–Leibler divergence between the complementary information
features and the standard normal distribution is minimized to constrain the complementary
information features containing less information from the primary modality.
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For qualitative analysis, we maintain the dimension of the complementary information
features in line with the original image. As depicted in Figure 13, our proposed redundancy
filtering-based complementary information extraction is effective, and the network efficiently
extracts information from the auxiliary modality that is not present in the primary modality.
Additionally, it contains little information that is already included in the primary modality.

4.4 Standardized Benchmarks

Table 2: Quantitative comparison with SOTA methods on BraTS2020. WT, TC and ET
signify the Dice coefficients of the whole tumor, the tumor core and the enhancing tumor,
respectively. We use the results of RFNet and DIGEST from their paper. Other results are
the result of reproducing them.

Methods Type Methods Patch Size Dice↑ % HD95↓
WT TC ET MEAN WT TC ET MEAN

General
Methods

nnUNet (Isensee et al., 2018) 1283 91.59 87.50 83.47 87.52 4.75 4.0 8 5.60 4.81
AttentionUNet (Oktay et al., 2018) 1283 90.62 86.33 81.32 86.09 5.42 7.88 8.98 7.43
UNETR (Hatamizadeh et al., 2022) 1283 91.11 86.42 82.96 86.76 7.97 5.16 5.90 6.34

Multi-modal
Methods

MAML (Zhang et al., 2021a) 1283 91.40 88.05 82.40 87.28 4.84 5.95 7.90 7.82
DIGEST (Li et al., 2022) 1283 90.20 87.00 81.20 86.17 / / / /
RFNet (Ding et al., 2021) 1283 91.11 85.21 78.00 84.77 / / / /
ACMINet (Zhuang et al., 2022) 1283 91.79 87.99 82.56 87.45 5.70 5.09 6.95 5.91
NestedFormer (Xing et al., 2022) 1283 91.76 88.20 83.19 87.72 5.35 5.07 7.16 5.86
CIML(Ours) 643 91.60 89.14 83.91 88.21 5.83 3.70 4.95 4.83
CIML(Ours) 1283 91.88 88.69 84.34 88.30 4.58 4.12 5.23 4.64

Table 3: Quantitative comparison with SOTA methods on the autoPET challenge. All
outcomes of other algorithms result from reproducing them.

Methods Type Methods Dice ↑ % HD95 ↓

General
Methods

nnUNet (Isensee et al., 2018) 55.23 139.84
AttentionUNet (Oktay et al., 2018) 57.87 108.62
UNETR (Hatamizadeh et al., 2022) 41.62 177.04

Multi-modal
Methods

MAML (Zhang et al., 2021a) 53.9 194.36
ACMINet (Zhuang et al., 2022) 45.67 121.81
NestedFormer (Xing et al., 2022) 52.51 183.14
CIML(Ours) 61.37 107.58

In this section, we compared our proposed CIML algorithms to eight state-of-the-art
segmentation methods, including nnUNet (Isensee et al., 2018), AttentionUNet (Oktay et al.,
2018), UNETR (Hatamizadeh et al., 2022), MAML (Zhang et al., 2021a), DIGEST (Li et al.,
2022), RFNet (Ding et al., 2021), ACMINet (Zhuang et al., 2022) and NestedFormer (Xing
et al., 2022). The first three methods are general methods, while the last five methods are
designed specifically for multimodal segmentation. The nnUNet is a widely used benchmark
that simplifies the critical decisions in designing an effective segmentation pipeline for any
dataset. It and its variant, AttentionUNet, both employ early fusion. UNETR employs
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Table 4: Quantitative comparison with SOTA methods on MICCAI HECKTOR 2022. All
outcomes of other algorithms resulting from reproducing them.

Methods Type Methods Dice ↑ % HD95 ↓

General
Methods

nnUNet (Isensee et al., 2018) 73.61 6.09
AttentionUNet (Oktay et al., 2018) 72.30 16.13
UNETR (Hatamizadeh et al., 2022) 74.50 5.85

Multi-modal
Methods

MAML (Zhang et al., 2021a) 70.00 29.05
ACMINet (Zhuang et al., 2022) 74.23 8.13
NestedFormer (Xing et al., 2022) 75.16 6.09
CIML(Ours) 76.28 5.17

a transformer as the encoder to learn sequence representations of input images. MAML
utilizes modality-specific encoders and incorporates a cross-modality attention mechanism for
information fusion. DIGEST is a method applying a deeply supervised knowledge transfer
network learning. RFNet also uses specific encoders like MAML and includes a region-aware
module. ACMINet proposes a volumetric feature alignment module to align early features
with late features. NestedFormer is a transformer-based method that designs a nested
modality-aware feature aggregation module to model intra- and intermodality features for
multimodal fusion.

Since RFNet and DIGEST are not open-source algorithms, we only compare CIML with
them in the BraTS2020 dataset and offer the results from the original studies. Precisely,
we reproduce other methods using open-sourced codes. For a fair comparison, we employ
the same training set, i.e., the same batch size, training epochs, and learning rate decay
mechanism for all approaches.

As reported in Table 2, 3, and 4, our proposed method demonstrates superior perfor-
mance compared to other methods, achieving the highest dice score and HD95 score in all
regions across the three challenges. For the BraTS2020 dataset, we investigate the optimal
performance of all models by using a patch size of 128 × 128 × 128. Even with a smaller
patch size, which means a more limited field of view, our method still outperforms most
existing methods. Our method achieves higher segmentation accuracy compared to the
state-of-the-art (SOTA) method, indicating that our algorithm can effectively eliminate the
negative impact of inter-modal redundant information.

4.5 Ablation Study

4.5.1 Importance of Different Components

The efficacy of the proposed CIML segmentation method relies on several crucial components.
An ablation study is conducted to evaluate the importance of each component and validate the
efficiency of redundancy elimination, as shown in Table 5. The “Baseline" approach utilizes
the nnUNet model for segmentation for each segmentor without incorporating information
transport, resulting in each sub-model only being able to extract local information. The
“+Message" notation represents the message passing between sub-models, where the local
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Table 5: Ablation experiments on various components. The average Dice scores and HD95
scores are reported. "Message": models transport embeddings as messages; "Attention":
cross-modal attention mechanism; "VI": conditional mutual information constrain;

Methods Dice ↑% HD95 ↓
WT TC ET MEAN WT TC ET MEAN

Baseline 88.08 86.54 83.78 86.13 13.13 4.70 5.31 7.71

+ Message 90.30 88.37 81.38 86.68 8.71 6.22 6.63 7.18
+ Message + Attention 90.43 87.23 82.93 86.86 6.47 5.26 7.49 6.08
+ Message + VI 91.54 88.70 83.72 87.99 4.60 3.96 4.97 4.51
+ Message + Attention + VI 91.60 89.14 83.91 88.21 5.83 3.70 4.95 4.83

Table 6: Ablation study on various task decomposition. The average Dice scores and HD95
scores are reported. The results are listed from smallest to largest, according to the MEAN
Dice.

Assignment Dice ↑% HD95 ↓
FLAIR T1 T2 T1CE WT TC ET MEAN WT TC ET MEAN

TC TC, ET WT TC 91.01 88.95 81.01 86.99 6.01 4.55 6.85 5.80
WT WT TC TC, ET 91.13 88.96 82.38 87.49 5.16 5.34 5.13 5.21
WT WT, TC TC ET 91.21 89.12 82.41 87.58 5.08 6.18 5.24 5.50s
WT WT, TC WT, TC TC, ET 91.62 88.20 83.79 87.87 5.98 3.97 5.17 5.04
WT TC WT, TC TC, ET 91.60 89.14 83.91 88.21 5.83 3.70 4.95 4.83

embeddings are used as the message and fed into a one-layer 3D convolutional network
equipped with a Batch Normalization layer and a sigmoid activation function, serving as
a basic fusion module. The “+Attention" notation signifies the utilization of cross-model
spatial attention mechanisms for integrating relevant information from the messages into the
local embeddings. Finally, the “+VI" symbol represents the implementation of the variational
inference for complementary information learning to extract complementary information
from the messages.

Table 5 shows that the proposed message passing, cross-modal spatial attention mecha-
nism, and complementary information learning significantly improved the model’s perfor-
mance. Specifically, the “baseline" approach that only utilizes local observations performs the
worst in terms of the MEAN dice score. Message passing enhances the dice score on the WT
and TC regions, as the input to the model contains complete information. Conversely, for
the ET region, the opposite effect is observed. This is because the T1CE modality primarily
determines the boundary of the ET region, and the features of other modalities do not
contribute to determining the boundary of the ET region. This supports the rationale for
the task decomposition in our framework. Additionally, the utilization of the cross-model
spatial attention mechanism and our proposed redundancy filtering can significantly enhance
the ability to extract relevant information from messages, resulting in better performance
in the dice score and HD95. Notably, the implementation of our proposed redundancy
filtering results in an even greater improvement. Combining the cross-modal spatial attention
mechanism with the redundancy filtering yields optimal results.
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4.5.2 Comparison of Different Task Decomposition

Based on our proposed CIML framework, the task decomposition is flexible. Different
modalities have different clinical implications. On brain tumour segmentation, ET regions
can be clearly discriminated on T1CE, and FLAIR is easier to discriminate WT regions,
which have a clearer correspondence with the corresponding regions; TC regions have a
relatively vague correspondence, so we have conducted some comparison experiments to
test which assignment is better. We set 5 different assignment ways, and present results
in Table 6. The results are ranked by MEAN Dice score, and the last assignment has the
best MEAN Dice score. The first assignment does not assign the ET region to the T1CE
modality and the WT region to the FLAIR modality, and the segmentation result is the
worst, confirming the correlation between the modality and the target region and that it is
reasonable for CIML to introduce human priori knowledge. Other assignments have similar
segmentation results that exceed or are comparable to the results of nnUNet.

Figure 14: Visualization of dice score on the BraTS2020 dataset for the different base numbers
of filters, more filters mean wider network. The grey dash horizontal line indicates the average
dice score of nnUNet.

4.5.3 Hyperparametric Studies

In our work, there are two essential hyperparameters, the base number of filters and the
hyperparameter β, which controls the tradeoff between the CE loss and KL loss.

As shown in 14, we explore the results of dice scores with filters of 4, 8, 16, 24 and 32.
As base number filters increase, the mean dice (red dash line) score increases, and 24 and 32
base filters approach the best dice score.

Additionally, We experiment with β from 1e-3 to 10 and find that the highest average
dice were achieved with β equals 0.5. All beta settings exceeded the results of nnUNet,
indicating that our algorithm CIML is insensitive to β and has good generalization.
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Figure 15: Visualization of dice score for the different hyperparameter β on the BraTS2020
dataset. The grey dash horizontal line indicates the average dice score of nnUNet.

4.6 Visualization with Interpretability

4.6.1 Segmentation Results

In Figure 16, we visualize the segmentation results of CIML and other SOTA methods. As
illustrated in Figure 17, nnUNet and our method provides accurate results in various cases.
Specifically, only UNETR and our method make the right decision class the corresponding
region as TC.

4.6.2 Complementary Information

In subsection 4.3, the demonstration experiment verifies that our proposed redundancy
filtering is efficient. In CIML, the extracted information representations are high-dimensional
features, and to visualize the complementary information, we use the Grad-CAM algorithm
to get class-discriminative localization maps (we will refer to it as a heatmap when there
is no possibility of confusion) that highlight the voxels focused on by our proposed CIML
algorithm.

In deep convolutional networks, the deeper layers typically extract semantic information
but lose positional correspondence. Conversely, the shallower layers are able to extract
detailed pattern information while preserving positional correspondence. Therefore, in order
to maintain a clear understanding of positional information, we choose to visualize the
information representations from the shallowest layers of the network, which have the same
resolutions as the images with C channels. In the BraTS2020 dataset, we default decompose
segmentation into four segmentors. Additionally, there are six modality target region pairs.
For i-th pair, let {Ai}Cc=1 be the information representations (with C channels), and yk be
the logit for a chosen pixel class k. Grad-CAM averages the partial gradients of yk with
respect to N voxels of each information representation.

The heatmap for class k in pair i

ζki = ReLU

(∑
c

αc
kA

c
i

)
, (14)
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FLAIR T2 T1CE T1 Prediction Target

FLAIR  WT

T2  WT

T2  TC

T1CE  ET

T1CE  TC

T1  TC

Figure 16: Information representation visualization of a case from the BraTS2020 challenge.
Each row corresponds to a primary modality and a corresponding target region pair. The first
four columns display the FLAIR, T2, T1CE, and T1 images and the information visualization
representation masks (Dark blue indicates the smallest value, light blue means the middle
value, and yellow illustrates the largest value). Specifically, the primary modal displays only
the original image without masks. The fifth column displays prediction outcomes, while the
final column displays the ground truth.
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FLAIR nnUNet AttentionUNet UNETR MAML ACMINet NestedFormer CIML Ground Thruth 

Figure 17: Visualization of the predicted segmentation maps compared with the SOTA
methods. The first column shows FLAIR images, and the other column shows the prediction
results and the corresponding ground thruth.

with

αc
k =

1

N

∑
n

∂yk

∂Ac
i n

, (15)

where αc
k is the neuron importance weights of the c−th channel of information representations

for pair i.
In Figure 16, we visualize information representations extracted from the last messages

by applying heatmaps as masks added to the original images. We normalize the heatmaps
in each row so that the amount of information in each auxiliary modality can be easily
compared. Yellow represents the largest value, dark blue represents the smallest value, and
light blue represents the middle value. As shown in the first row, FLAIR is the primary
modality, and the T2 image contains the most complementary information compared to
the other two modalities. In the second row, T2 is the primary modality, and the FLAIR
image contains the most complementary information. Additionally, the right-down region
of the FLAIR image contains more information, which is consistent with medical domain
knowledge. This region, depicted in hyperintensity (lighter in source images), indicates the
presence of edema, typically locates at the periphery of the WT. The third and fourth rows
illustrate TC is the target region and the hyperintensity regions in T1CE, which means ET
regions, contain the most information. For T1CE, shown in the last two rows, the T2 image
contains the most information, as the hyperintensity regions in the T2 image while showing
low intensity in the T1CE image illustrate the ecrotic and non-enhancing tumor core. These
results demonstrate that the results predicted by our proposed CIML methods are consistent
with the physician’s domain knowledge and permit further verification that the algorithm
can extract complementary information from high-dimensional data.
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4.6.3 Complementary Information Weights

As shown in Figure 16, auxiliary modalities contain various complementary information for
each modality-region pair. To further explore the contribution of different auxiliary modalities
to segmentation, we propose using the complementary information weight to quantify the
contribution. We define the complementary information weight for pair i as

ϖk
i =

ζ
k
i∑
j ζ

k
j

, (16)

where
ζ
k
i =

∑
n

ζki n. (17)

Figure 18: Visualization of the complementary information weights by our CIML on the
BraTS2020 dataset.

Figure 18 reveals that FLAIR provides the most substantial complementary information
weight for the T2 segmenting of the WT target region. Additionally, when segmenting the
TC and ET target regions, T1CE requires minimal complementary information. Moreover,
T1CE provides more complementary information for T1 and T2 segmentation of the TC
target region than the other modalities. These findings are consistent with the observations
in Figure 4, where T1CE is sensitive to NCR/NET and ET regions, while FLAIR is sensitive
to the WT target region. Thus, CIML can effectively prioritize sensitive modalities and
extract discriminative features from auxiliary modalities.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we propose the complementary information mutual learning (CIML)
framework, which provides a unique solution to the problem of inter-modal redundant
information in multimodal learning, an issue not addressed by previous state-of-the-art
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(SOTA) methods. Our framework, based on addition operation, provides a systematic
approach by employing inductive bias for task decomposition and message passing for
redundancy filtering, thereby enhancing the effectiveness of multimodal medical image
segmentation. We extensively evaluate our approach and demonstrate its effectiveness,
outperforming current SOTA methods. Furthermore, the message passed through redundancy
filtering enables the application of visualization techniques such as Grad-CAM, thus improving
the interpretability of the algorithm. In conclusion, our proposed CIML framework has the
potential to significantly enhance the quality and reliability of multimodal medical image
segmentation, ultimately leading to improved clinical diagnosis and treatment outcomes.
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